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 નમ�કાર, મુખૌટ ેિમ�ો.

 આ 15 મો અંક રજૂ કરતા ંહષ� અનુભવુ ંછંુ. એક �યોગ તરીક ેઆ અંકમા ંતમામ સામ�ી અં�ે�મા ંછે. અ� ેએક સશકત અન ે

આંતરરા�ીય કલાનો અનુભવ મેળવનાર કલાકાર સુ�ી પૌશાલી દાસનો પ�રચય અન ેતેમની સાથેનો સંવાદ છે. તેમના બેનમૂન, 

ઉ�કૃ�, અ�યંત આકાષ�ક, તેજ�વી રંગોથી ઓપતા િચ�ોનો સંપૂટ ��તુત છે. મૂળ બંગાળી, કોલક�ાના શાંિતિનકેતનમાંથી 

બી.એફ.એ.ની અને વડોદરામાં એમ.એફ.એ.ની �ડ�ી મેળવનાર િવ�ાથ�ની અન ે ટો�કયો, �પાનની મુસાિહનો આટ� 

યુિનવસ�ટીમા ં "ફોરેન �ોફેશનલ એડવા��ડ �રસચ�ર" તરીકે શૈ�િણક કાય� કરી હાલમા ં વડોદરા ખાત ે િનવાસ કરતાં સુ�ી 

પૌશાલીબેનના િચ�ોમા ં�લા�મક ન�કત તો છે જ, ધા�મ�ક અન ેઆ�યાિ�મક �ચાઈ પણ છે. સુ�ી પૌશાલીબેનનો સુરેખ પ�રચય 

કરાવનાર અન ેવડોદરા િનવાસી �ીમતી સુમતીબેન ત�મયભાઇ ગંગોપા�યાય �વય ંપણ કલાકાર અન ેલેિખકા છે. જેટલુ ંસુંદર 

સુ�ી પૌશાલીબેન �વારા િચ�ણ કરાયુ ંછે, એટલુ ંજ સરળ અન ેસબળ લેખનકાય� �ીમતી સુમતીબેન ત�મયભાઇ ગંગોપા�યાય 

�વારા થયુ ંછે. આશા રાખું છંુ, આપ સહુ મુખોટ ેિમ�ોન ેઅગાઉના અંકોની જેમ આ ��તુિત ગમશ.ે 

 આ અંકમા ંસુ�ી પૌશાલીબેન દાસ િવશે �લાવાતા� અન ેઅતુલભાઇ પ�ડયાની કા�યકૃિતની ત�વીરી રજૂઆત છે. 

 Hello, MUKHOTE friends. 

 I am happy to present this 15th issue. As an experiment all the material in this issue is 

in English. Here is an introduction and interaction with Ms. Paushali Das, a strong and 

internationally experienced artist. A collection of her beautiful, exquisite, very attractive, 

brightly colored paintings is presented. Originally a Bengali, a student of BFA from 

Santiniketan, Kolkata and MFA from Vadodara, and also a "Foreign Professional 

Advanced Reasearcher", Musahino Art University, Tokyo, Japan Ms. Paushaliben, who 

currently resides in Vadodara, has a lot of artistic, religious and spiritual elegance in her 

paintings. 

 Mrs. Sumatiben Tanmayabhai Gangopadhyaya, who introduced Ms. Poushaliben 

and is a resident of Vadodara, is also an artist and writer.  

As beautiful as it is portrayed by Ms. Paushaliben, so simple and powerful is the writing 

done by Mrs. Sumatiben Tanmayabhai Gangopadhyay. I hope all of you friends like this 

presentation as much as the previous issues. 

 In this issue, I am presenting a pictorial presentation of art story about Ms. 

Paushaliben Das and Atulbhai Padiya's photographic poetry.

Author:  Mrs. Sumatiben Tanmay Gangopadhyaya.

Editors:  Neelu Patel.

   Harish Makwana.

MUKHOTE # 15 / DATE: 27-07-2021

Any one interested to advertise in the
Magazine, contact the number given below:
                 Mo. +91 98257 52633.
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Poushali Das's Eastern View by Sumati Gangopadhyay

 When I first saw Poushali Das's art works in a group exhibition I was struck by the lyrical restraint 

in her colors and meticulous arrangement of the forms in her work. The colors and forms don't clash 

confront or hit you visually, they just grow on you quietly and seductively. 

 Poushali has very skillfully played with different scales, sizes, formats and mediums. However, 

many of her works are done in wash tempera on silk or tempera on old wasli paper. 

 Some of her works titled 'Moon in July', 'Chandrakala I and Chandrakala II are exquisitely lyrical, 

and serene in expression as they celebrate nature with rich imagery like in a work titled 'Forest in the 

moonlight' and many other paintings. 

 Magnificent Paintings titled 'Manishad' and 'I've gone beyond even that' carry dramatic and poetic, 

subtle and rich imagery. The painting titled 'Saptarashi' also seems bathed in turquoise and jade greens 

with touches of blues and whites. They have small figures in repose or actively poised with scenes of 

blue waters, man playing flute or a God like figure emerging from a river with a large lotus. Flight of 

white birds and swirling clouds are often seen in such paintings which are done mostly in wash tempera 

on silk. 'Daughter of Kalpurush' is also a painting in this category.Some other very interesting works are 

small paintings done by Poushali titled 'Unani', 'Vishwamitra and his Mother' and 'My Studio' each one 

of these works are predominantly figurative.But three very endearing paintings in these series are titled 

'Tuntuni' which has a pair of beautiful birds. The other one is titled 'Pavagadh' and the third is titled 

'Bulbul'. Both non figurative and figurative works have floral motifs and scripts in them and are encased 

in colorful printed textiles. 

 Paintings which are reminiscent of Persian miniatures are done in a series titled 'Tales from letters'. 

They have a definite narrative mode, old manuscript look, designed forms in dark maroon, browns, 
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Arabic scripts and surprise elements of meditating figures and sometimes star studded skies. Use of  

Lapis Lazuli blue and gold are seen in some of these works done mostly in tempera on wasli paper. The 

Sumi ink and color postcards on Japanese paper postcards covering a series titled 'Kyoto Nara 

travelling' are intensely exuberant, full of dynamic movement, with a playful spontaneity and a current 

of rich lyricism flowing through a tapestry of earth colors. Poushali has drawn selected cues from a 

treasure of designs and traditions reminiscent of Far East art traditions of Japanese and Chinese scrolls, 

Buddhist monastery art, and Indian mythology. Buddhist Jatakatales, and Bengal Pat Paintings. 

Rabindranath's Poetry and Indian textile designs. Poushali in her creative quest has also innovatively 

expressed concerns for acts of social violence for this. She has drawn cues from mythological epics like 

'Ramayana' and 'Mahabharata' which are full of stories of rape, murder and atrocities towards 'women' 

in particular. Poushali's works which express concern for such events of social violence and atrocities 

towards women are certainly connected to today's reality. Her two, amazingly beautiful works which 

done in tempera on wasli paper-scrolls are titled 'No means No' Rambhavati and NO MEANS NO' 

Vedavati. 

 Here we find a narrative mode, high drama of evil acts, presence of demons, power play and flight 

of celestial beings. The 'fire test' which often a woman is forced to take to prove her innocence is 

metaphorically displayed.
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 Apart from women issues, Poushali has also dealt with a very complex subject of gender dynamics. 

Magical transformation of genders is clear in her work titled like 'From King 11 to ILA' the symbols 

used by Poushali are often very maturely evolved painterly devices, full of wit and adventure.

 The panel format used by her again reflects on the brilliance of her painterly vision. Multiplicities 

of paradoxical images are all harmoniously accommodated within the same frame of a single panel. One 

such work is titled 'Om moni Padme hum' done in wash tempera on silk. This is a magnificent work and 

highly thought provoking. It has very interesting images of violent demons, God in repose, dancing 

figure of a girl, a man playing flute or image of dancing many armed Goddess juxtaposed with each 

other but embellished with quiet spaces of simple textile designs or amountains capeby night or Islamic 

pottery or an image of a meditating sage. But despite the variation the images are well integrated to form 

a harmonious visual whole.Luxuriantly sensual, with lyrical economy, subtle earth colors or sometimes 

vibrant ruby reds are often seen in her panel works. 

 Now and then in Poushali's creative quest one can also sense the spiritual journey expressed in her 

works. Impact of Kabir, Sufi saints, Upanishads, Bengal Bauls, roaming fakirs, travelers in search of 

life's meaning have certainly influenced her conceptual thinking. 

 Serene color hues of beige browns, turquoise / jade greens, pomegranate reds, rusty brown, maroon 

reds with delicate images of white birds, the eternal moon, presence of trees are often set in vast spaces 

of serene colours which bring to mind, the tone of existential despair. But images of blossoming lotus 

ponds, meditating sages, whirling clouds rain storms and flights of celestial Gods along with the forests 

in moonlight and dancing deers, further enhance, the ecstatic beauty of these fascinating visuals of 

Nature. Life's journey is always marked with events of agony and ecstasy and Poushali's art expresses 

this central thought through her painterly vision.   

      With amazing artistic maturity and depth Poushali has integrated the traditional skills learnt at 

Shantiniketan with understanding of contemporary art from the Baroda school. 

 The most remarkable fact of Poushali Das’s art is that it expresses with unique magnificence the 

importance of spiritual thought, the need for a sense of harmony, order and peace in today's world, full of 

violence and destruction is reemphasized time and again in her work. 

 The serene beauty of her subtle earth colors and the joyous celebration of nature in some of her 

works, bring back to us, the forgotten worlds of quiet contemplation and emphasize the value of 

meditation, in the lone journey of life.

     It is certainly a matter of pride and pleasure for the Baroda Faculty of fine arts to have an artist like 

Poushali Das who was invited by Musashino Art University of Japan, as a professor’. During her six 
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month stay in Japan, she taught their post graduate students which was really a rewarding experience for 

her. 

 Moreover, Poushali has undoubtedly, reached new horizons of excellence that led her to Japan, 

where her art has been highly appreciated and honoured. Today artist Poushali Das stands alone, forever 

walking through many new doors into the mysterious realms of her creative quest.
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INTERVIEW

  The austere grandeure and the deep mysticism in Poushali's artworks made me curious to know 

her more as a person and an artist and we decided to talk.

SG  :  Poushali, looking back now, what kind of memories do you have of your school days and  

  family?

PD : Well, I belong to a highly cultured family, based in Kolkata. My Father and all other members of 

  my family are passionate lovers of arts. My father used to work for the food corporation of India. 

  My grandmother and all my aunts are very artistic and skillful.I learnt Kathak and Manipuri 

  dance at a very young age. But a knee operation, at a very young age  of fifteen slowed down my 

  dance activity.

SG : What do you recall most about your school days?

PD : I remember that as I was not particularly fair and had short hair, I was mostly chosen for 

  the role of Krishna. I participated in BhanushingerPadavali, 'Mayer Khela' other dance 

  dramas and group dances. But deep inside my heart, I was hurt as I was forced to take up the 

  male role of 'Krishna'. But slowly I realized that there is a male entity inside a female body 

  & mind. Later this realization motivated me to explore the gender dynamics in my art work.

SG : Did Shantiniketan environment create the magic for you and help you to grow as an artist?

PD : Before I joined Shantiniketan, I had read a lot of about many things connected

   to Shantiniketan and Rabindranath, including study of Tagore's 'Geetbitaan' and 'Geetanjali'. 
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  The beautiful environment of Shantiniketan with its greenery, music, dance and 

  colourful 'PoushMela' and 'NandanMela' was very enjoyable.

  The most important event is I met scholar artist, sculptor Prof. Sharbari Roy Choudhry and  

  his wife Ajanta Choudhry. They became my guardians and gave immense love, affection and 

  visiting their home which was always full of music and art was like visiting a 

  Buddhist Monastery 

  for me. Sharbari Roy Choudhry saw my work, discussed my work and guided me but never 

  imposed his ideas on me. I was also lucky to have my studio in a beautiful Santhal village named 

  'Kolapukur Dana'. I worked very hard those days, created three thousand drawings and sketches 

  of landscapes, animals and people around. The village folk were the live models for me. 

SG  : You mentioned your love for literature, what kinds of books have influenced your thought  

  process and your art?

PD : Books which I cherish are KhitimohanSen's 'SadhakSadhna' (2003), Bhartiya Madhya  

  YugerSadhnarDhara (1930) Kabir, Banglar Baul (1947) PrachinBharatiyaNaari and books by 

  Sharbindu, Rabindranath Tagore's 'Geetabitan' and 'Gitanjali'. All these books helped me to 

  understand in depth, the many facts of Indian Philosophical thought and Indian Culture. These 

  books helped me immensely in the process of my conceptual thinking and creation of my art 

  works. Shantiniketan also gave me valuable insight into works by Abanindranath's art. Other 

  artists who inspired me were murals created byNandalal Bose and Binod Bihari Mukherjee. 

  Especially Binod Bihari Mukherjee's mural at Hindi Bhavan, I feel is a masterpiece. 

  RamkinkerBaij, Sharbari Roy Choudhry and K.G. Subramanian's art works are impressive and 

  very inspirational for me. I am also very awestruck by the magnificent mural at Shantiniketan 

  by K.G. Subramaniyan.

SG : I find the element of mysticism is very strongly present in almost all your works. Could you 

  tell me what made you turn to mysticism?

PD : My engagement with mysticism began from listening to a song by Rabindranath Tagore when 

  he described himself as a traveller who has lost his way. These mystic travellers, who are on a 

  journey without a beginning and an end, became the main characters of my painting, through 

  listening to Tagore's poetry and songs.

  The songs of Sufi Saints and Bauls attracted me and dragged me helplessly towards 

  this mysterious path. That the goal of their wandering is the cosmic joy of existence 

  only became clear to me through their songs.
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SG : Poushali, I have noticed that the ‘ scroll' format seems to be the most preferred format in your art 

  work. Any special reason for this fascination, for the ’scroll’s format?

PD : 'Pata' of the Indian scroll tradition attracts me most for its cinematic technique unwinding slowly, 

  a long scroll accompanied by a narrative song imparts temporality and motion into the images  

  painted on the scroll. Taking inspiration from this mode of narration, I thought of assembling 

  different frames of my thoughts and emotions into smaller panels and creating an ensemble to 

  narrate different stories. Moreover, since the days of graduation of Shantiniketan, I have 

  constantly engaged in exploring the traditional techniques of tempera paintings. In the early 

  twentieth century, Jorsanko and Shantiniketan had become centers of exchange of cultural 

  values between India and Far East. Okakura's ideals of the East and Coomarswamy’s idea 

  of a Pan. Asian art seeped deep into the imagination of visual artists.

SG  :  Poushali how would you describe your Baroda period, as a post graduate student?

PD : "I came to Baroda in 2002 during the time of the Gujarat riots. I was shocked to see this scenario  

  of communal violence and general chaos. This event motivated me to paint with ceaseless  

  passion, the images of spiritual quest by mystic travelers and 'fakirs' who roamed often in the old 

  city with smoke lamps spreading the message of peace."

  "The earlier news of destruction of the Bamyan Buddha had also left me shocked and disturbed.  

  As an artist, I reacted to these sad and shocking events through sensitive renderings in my art. I  

  think Gujarat is a land of color and textile, elements which I skill fully imbibed in my art and 

  created serious paintings, during this time, at an interactive artist camp in Ladakh." 

  While speaking about teachers who influenced and inspired her, she says "Nilima Sheikh and  

  Gulam Mohammad Sheikh have been my true mentors. They have always supported my art 

  work and Nilima Sheikh has guided me at all times". 

  “I found Baroda Fine Arts Faculty environment very vibrant, progressive and full of freedom to 

  explore and experiment. Those days the faculty had many young teachers like Vasudev 

  Akkitham Indropramit Roy and others in the painting department. Scholars like Parul 

  Dave Mukherjee and Shivji Panikker from the Art History Department were also young 

  teachers, full of zest and enthusiasm, these teachers were also modern and progressive in 

  their outlook. There were many sessions of formal seminars, workshops and experts visiting 

  the faculty during that time.

  Students could always get informal guidance from teachers and a friendly atmosphere  

  prevailed. 
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  All these factors helped individual students, like me for self-discovery and finding 

  my own path. 

  This was also the time when I participated in several group shows, workshops and some solo  

  shows.

SG  : Apart from your love for literature, poetry, music, dance and painting, which other art 

  interests you?

PD : "Cinema art interests me a great deal. Japanese film maker Kurosawa's Cinema fascinates me; 

  in his art I can see his painterly vision. Einstein's movie 'Ivan the terrible' and some outstanding 

  Iranian films like 'The color of paradise' directed by MajidMajidi are very beautiful and 

  sensitive. Amongst Indian Cinema, Satyajit Ray and Ritwik Ghatak were great film 

  makers. There are many films and film directors who are excellent in their cinema art. 

  Charlie Chaplin's cinema is also, my all-time favorite.

SG :  I find the painterly devices as symbols are very interesting in your work, such as the elongated 

  human figures, often heavily costumed like seen in many of your wash tempera on silk works.

PD : Yes, like halo around the head of Gods and Goddesses are often used by many 

  traditional painters, 

  to signify divinity I have used elongated and enlarged figures to signify their important 

  position and divinity, which makes them special.

SG : Is use of calligraphic script with a touch of gold also a painterly device?

PD : Yes, the content of the script is not so important for me but its aesthetic value and the aura of 

  wisdom and sanctity which it creates, interests me. A touch of gold has always been a symbol of 

  wealth since time immemorial. After all knowledge is a priceless treasure, so illustrated prayer 

  books often carry a touch of gold in their designs as found in many world cultures.

SG : Since the 'narrative' aspect is very important in your work, could you elaborate on this subject?

PD : "As already mentioned my views on ‘Pata’ painting, the narrative mode used in a scroll are very 

  closely related to the cinema technique. We can say that a scroll maker uses cinema technique 

  such as a 'long shot' 'close up' and variety of 'cuts'. It’s not surprising that the idea of Montage 

  came into the mind of Russian film maker Eisenstein from seeing Chinese and Japanese 

  traditional scrolls". Taking inspiration from this mode of narration, I thought of assembling 

  different frames of my thoughts and emotions into smaller panels and creating an ensemble to 

  narrate different stories. From 'Pata' scrolls I adopted the cinematic way of storytelling, but with 

  that, joined multi-perspective vision of the Indian miniature painting. In some panels, I adopted 
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  Japanese techniques of fragmenting the whole figure by letting the frame cut the figure into a 

  part, leaving its further journey towards infinity to the imagination.

SG : What are your view on the 'human self' and ' Nature' a seen in your paintings?

PD : The human self itself, is a design, a system working like a universe, and at the same time being a 

  tiny bubble in the eternal tidal currents of nature. This sense of interior and exterior grew in me 

  out of these two different aspects of human self-embodying two different aspects of relationship 

  between nature and nurture. Drawings after close friends and acquaintances who visit my studio 

  are spontaneous formative figurations which finally surface in paintings, in a cosmic ambience 

  and setting. 

  The drawings however, maintain their special intrinsic charm with a strong linear 

  force true to the moment of creation. Likewise, I draw inspiration from immediate nature - the 

  studio window posits a passage for my imagination to reach places. Together; The figures and

  the organic natural forms are strong residues which keep seeping through the layers of 

  my paintings. The present collections of drawings are personal experiences and remnants 

  from  the mind, hinting at some universal human transcendence.”

LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN

SG : What has been your learning experience as a researcher in Japan?

PD : As a Foreign professional advanced researcher in Musashino Art University for the last 

  six months, I have been exploring the stark variations in natural climatic conditions in Japan,  

  while visiting ancient Buddhist monasteries and museums of traditional Japanese Art. While on 

  one hand, I am trying to reach the Japanese master calligraphic brushwork in sketching the local 

  landscape, flora and fauna; on the other hand, I am trying to achieve in larger skill scroll and 

  paper scroll paintings based on the Buddhist Jataka thought stories. Besides, as a 

  visiting  Professor, I taught postgraduate students at Musashino Art University. I showed 

  380 slides of Indian Paintings covering not only Ajanta mural paintings and manuscript 

  paintings but also all traditional scroll painting associated with Ninhonga painting 

  development. Presentation of these slides led to interactive sessions covering many 

  discussions concerning traditional Indian art practices and skills. The Japanese students 

  were very responsive and eager to learn our traditional art techniques & skills. So we had a 

  very useful exchange of ideas which led to a deeper understanding of Indo-Japanese art 

  traditions and cultures. Careful study of the local landscape, flower, leaves are deeply rooted 

  in Japanese calligraphy too, elements of 
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  flora-fauna in spring, summer fall, autumn, I did this series of works in tempera, water colour 

  and ink, on 108 visiting cards. The number with its sacred connotation in Hinduism 

  and Buddhism, my efforts were directed at bringing out the visual sensibility of meditation 

  by articulated repetition, taking after the principle of chanting in spiritual orders.

  As I started observing Japanese calligraphy and alphabets keenly, I could notice the relation 

  between the physical objects and its symbolic representation in the alphabet. The calligrapher 

  also takes close notice of this visual similitude and moves his brush accordingly with utmost 

  economy of color and forms. While attending many workshops with master artists of 

  traditional Japanese painting, both in Tokyo Musashino University and Kyoto, I tried learning 

  the technical aspects and assimilating the cultural affinities.

SG : Could you describe your experience of Japan?

PD  : I could not start writing the very first day I arrived in Japan. It was a bright sunny day with 

  shimmering sunlight. Songs of Rabindranath started playing in my mind one after the other. 

  My prior knowledge about Japan was mainly through Rabindranath's Travelogues on Japan, 

  The Spirit of Japan and some letters written by him to Japanese cultural ambassadors.

  Another source of information was Kurosawa's films; later I would trace many scenes of his  

  short  films in the temples and shrines in Kyoto and Nara.

SG : What are your views on the Japanese People?

PD : If I had not come to Japan, I would not have known how the spirit of a civilization makes a 

  nation beautiful from within as well as from external appearance. Electrical machines are so 

  common-place in Japan, that everyday activities like bathing and washing are regulated by the 

  pressing of certain buttons and switches which I would always be very careful and cautious 

  about. But the people on the other hand, are not mechanical at all; they are helpful, friendly 

  and sweet, like 'soft-toys'. Machines have not touched their souls as they had offered their 

  souls to the Buddha thousand years ago.

SG : What has been your sweetest memory of Japan?

PD : I consciously avoid at times to interacting with the local people. Common people in Japan 

  hardly know English, but they spent a lot of time communicating with me, after knowing my 

  origins, they would exclaim, "You are from India, the land of the Buddha!" I felt extremely 

  happy and proud of the land I come from, and the Buddhist connection with Japan.

SG : From your talk it seems Japanese people are very greenery conscious?

PD : Unlike India where trees are felled regularly for the sake of urban development, the Japanese 
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  government preserves nature in every step. The people likewise are very particular and do not 

  even litter the streets with cigarette butts, instead they carry small pouches.

SG : One hears about high efficiency and dedication of the Japanese People, any example?

PD : I cannot express in words the efficiency and dedication of the Japanese people, even in the 

  common kitchen. They serve food like a demonstration of colors and texture. Here, they don't 

  serve food simply; it is almost like an offering. There is no difference at Temple offering and 

  dinner-table, both are true and alive! 

SG : Can you describe your last day in Japan? 

PD : That day, I had gone to the University with a joyful mind, clouds had covered the whole sky.  

  Suddenly I heard a tune very familiar to me. First, I thought it may be a hallucination, so I start 

  following the sound and reached where the song was being played from. Indeed, it was 

  Rabindranath's 'Purano-se-diner-katha!' It was a paper shop within MAU, the owner told me that 

  one Japanese musician group has been following the notation of Tagore and composed the song 

  in Japanese and it has become quite popular now. I wondered how Rabindranath's description  

  in The  Spirit of Japan was still true and alive one hundred years later!

 After seeing Poushali Das's art and listening to her talk, I suddenly remembered the Japanese 
Scholar, Okakura Kakuzos words written in his famous (1903) book on the Arts of Japan. He had written 
'Asia is one, not even the snowy barriers (of the Himalaya’s) can interrupt for one moment that broad 
expanse of love for the ultimate and universal.



Artist’s Statement: 

 One morning I walked up on the terrace, above several grey blue pigeons cooling and gurgling as they 

enjoyed their food.

 Then I noticed the radiant sky with red morning sun and flakes of gold edged clouds spread in the sky. 

The city scape bellow was equally beautiful.

I decided then to capture these divine views and moments in my camera.

 During the lockdown period, white remaining indoors I literally chased the cloud with my camera. I 

wanted to record the exciting magic of the changing sunlight, the golden, red, orange or the yellow sun, all 

streaming through the skies, toughing the clouds with golden rays or playing hide and seek games with the 

Sun. I was fascinated by the magnificent views of Sun rises and Sunsets. Even the yellow bathed day time 

cityscapes and gray clouds with touches of pink orange or blue were exuberant dramatic views which 

changed every minute bringing in a new mood and a new view.

 Night skies, I discovered are equally amazing with city lights, now lighting up the skies. Evening sunsets 

are hypnotizing as well!!

 Now I Realize why the great impressionists, Master painter found so much beauty in the divine play of 

clouds and exquisite colours of the everchanging light of the skies.

 Pink hues, cobalt or clear azure blues, scarlet and crimson reds, golden yellows, white and gray clouds 

intermingled with these colours creating breath-talking views that needed to be recorded urgently, I worked 

with passement while exploring and capturing, these views of city-scape and the magnificent beauty of the 

skies above the beautiful view of my city below these skies.

                        –  Atul Padia
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Note: Through this magazine we are endeavour to
provide you platform to your art, creation,

literature and writing activities.
Your artwork and literature creation will be

published only if it is original creation or will not
be accepted which please note.

You wi ll have to sent your consent letter that the
Creation or Artwork is your own creation through 

email:mukhoteartist@gmail.com

You are fond of writing and can write on any
subject (on the subject of Artists & Art, Poem,

Gazals, Article, Children story, Recipe etc.),
You can send us your creation through email

mukhoteartist@gmai l.com
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દશ�ન અને સંક�પ 

મુખૌટે ��એટીવ આટ� ફાઉ�ડેશન, એક ખાનગી ચેરીટેબલ ��ટ. 

સામા�ક કાય� જે લુ�ત થતી કલા-કલાકારો, હ�તઉ�યોગ, હાથશાળ, સં�કૃિતક, આ�દ�િત 

કલામાં સંગીત, લોકગીત, ભારતના ભ�ય વારસાને �વંત રાખવાનાં કાય� કરવા. 

કલાકારો અને એમની કલાના �થાનીય �તરે, રા�ય �તરે, રા�ીય �તરે તથા આંતરરા�ીય 

�તરે �દશ�નો યોજવા તથા કલાને �ો�સાહન�પ બી�ં કાય� કરવા. 

ઉપરાંત, િવકસતી ટેકનોલો�નો ઉપયોગ, ઓનલાઇન �લેટફોમ� પર િચ�ાંકનની હ�રફાઈ, 

વ�યુ�અલ �દશ�ન, રંગોળી હરીફાઈ, દૈિનક આટ� ચેલે�જ, દરેક શિનવારે મુખૌટે �ટુ�ડયોમાં 

કલાકારની �બ� મુલાકાત, �વંત-િચ�ાંકન દશ�ન, ઇ�યા�દ કાય� કરવા. 

સોિશયલ મી�ડયામાં Mukhote Artistsના નામે FACEBOOK GROUP- 

PAGE/INSTAGRAM/YOUTUBE/TWITTER/LINKEDIN �લેટફોમ� પર 

�ચાર-�સાર-દશ�ન. 
આ કાય�માં �વૈિ�છક સેવાની �િચ ધરાવતા �વયંસેવી સેવાભાવીઓ સાથે જોડાણ કરવું.

Vision and Mission
Mukhote Creative Art Foundation, a Private Charitable Trust.

Social Works to keep Alive the Glorious Heritage of endangered 
Artisans, Handicrafts, Handicrafts, Cultural, Tribal Art, Music, Folklore, 

India. 
To Organize Exhibitions of Artists and their Art Locally, State Level, 

Nationally and Internationally, and to do Other Works that Promote 
Art.

Also, use of Evolving Technology, Drawing Contests on OnLine 
Platforms, Virtual Exhibitions, Rangoli Contests, Daily Art Challenges, 

Face-to-Face Interview with the artist in Mukhote Studio on Every 
Saturday, Live-Painting Demonstraion, etc.

Dissemination on Social Media in the name of Mukhote Artists on 
FACEBOOK GROUP-PAGE / INSTAGRAM / YOUTUBE / TWITTER / 

LINKEDIN platform.
Liaise with Volunteers Interested in Volunteering in these Tasks.
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